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Overview

C

ities are a collection of neighborhoods.
Neighborhoods collectively define
community quality and character.
Desirable neighborhoods offer residents
a good quality of life and lasting value.
Xenia residents defined good neighborhoods as
having well-maintained buildings, streets and
parks with safe access to a variety of amenities.
This issues-based chapter outlines detailed
neighborhood development strategies aimed at
meeting these resident values.
Residents are concerned about the future
of Xenia’s neighborhoods. Some Xenia
neighborhoods are vibrant and promising, while
others show signs of age, market obsolescence,
and inconsistent building and infrastructure
maintenance. Intervening actions are needed
to bolster neighborhood vitality, enhance
curb appeal and add value to “make our
neighborhoods great.”
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2010 Population and Housing Characteristics

•

Median age: 37.1

•

65 and older in household: 27%

•

Median household income: $38,032

•

Average household size: 2.39

•

Female-headed households with children:
9.6%

•

Rental units: 38.4% of occupied units

•

Vacant housing: 9.1% of all units

•

Single-family homes (2011 data):

»» Average year built: 1960
»» Average size: 1,355 square feet
»» Average sale price: $78,700
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Strengths
Xenia’s population growth outpaced that of the
region and surpassed the City’s high mark set in 1970
for the first time in 2010.
Diverse neighborhoods offer a variety of housing
styles that appeal to a wide segment of the housing
market.
New neighborhood developments offer modern
housing units and amenities helping to keep the
housing inventory fresh.
Xenia has a wonderful park, greenspace and bike
path system that serves as a true community asset.
Three historic districts recognize the vast
architectural and historic significance of early
neighborhoods that grew and gracefully evolved
with Xenia.
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Weaknesses
Xenia’s average home price is substantially lower
than that found in many surrounding communities.
Higher-end homes designed for the upwardly mobile
and business executives are not readily available.
Many neighborhood parks are hidden behind the
backs of residential properties. Access is limited
to small key holes between abutting housing
properties.
Xenia’s housing inventory has an average age of
1960, is showing signs of structural and functional
obsolescence and two-thirds of all houses were built
between 1950 and 1979.
Signs of deferred maintenance are noticeable
in some areas while pockets of dilapidation are
apparent in others.
Some missing sidewalk segments and local
street deterioration diminish neighborhood
appearance.

Xenia’s
neighborhoods (see
Map 4.1) exhibit a level of
diversity one would expect from a community
founded in 1803. Xenia’s neighborhoods provide
a variety of opportunities that appeal to a broad
spectrum of the housing market. Residents can
select from historic housing on tree lined streets
to mid-century suburban housing to modern
apartments and newer and larger single-family
homes.
What may be less typical of a community as
old and diverse as Xenia is the fact that Xenia
continues to grow in population and has
abundant land to support additional growth.
This is a positive sign of community health and
desirability.
While Xenia’s 2010 population is the highest
ever recorded, signs of neighborhood and

Vacant units and rental occupancy rates
increased since 2000 consistent
with national trends due to a
depressed housing market.
housing stress

exist. This chapter
assigns recommendations
to maintain or improve neighborhood health
based on indicators defined in the Existing
Conditions Report (available on the City’s
website or upon request from the Planning
and Zoning Department). Table 4.1 summarizes
key conditions and recommendations for each
neighborhood.
Age, value and inconsistent property
maintenance are three issues of concern
regarding a large portion of Xenia’s
neighborhoods.
Two-thirds of Xenia’s housing stock was built
from 1950 to 1979. Housing built during this
period often has two to three bedrooms
and one bath which are indicative of market
obsolescence. Many units were built with
4.3
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Map 4.1: Xenia’s Neighborhoods
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City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
minimal insulation and storage. Replacement of
major structural components such as electrical
systems is probably needed in many units.
Inconsistent compliance with zoning, nuisance
and building codes is another concern and
signs of deferred maintenance are noticeable
in a few neighborhoods. Sales values in some
older neighborhoods are substantially lower
than community averages making their future
questionable and at risk for abandonment.
Trends in single-family rental conversions and
long-term vacancy in some neighborhoods
are indicators of abandonment/disinvestment
already in progress.

Objectives and Strategies
City-wide neighborhood strategies start this
section followed by goals and strategies
tailored for specific neighborhood needs.
Recommendations and strategies are informed
by a neighborhood analysis that considered
housing vacancy, value, foreclosure, tax
delinquency, and tenure (owner and renter
occupied housing) rates and trends.
NG1 Create and Maintain the Building Blocks for
Successful Neighborhoods Citywide
Successful neighborhoods are those that
are self-sustaining and require little or no
public intervention. The following strategies
are applicable to all types and conditions of
neighborhoods.
NG1.1 Develop and maintain a neighborhood
indicator database. Track and monitor code
violations, housing values, vacancy rates, singlefamily rental conversions, and foreclosures,
etc., using a GIS-based property database.
Crime statistics are also informative. Analyze
data to identify problems early and prevent
issues from spreading to adjacent healthier
neighborhoods.
NG1.2 Develop and promote a work plan
for effective code enforcement. Consistent
application of code enforcement sends a
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positive signal. Code enforcement protects
individual property rights, emboldens owners
to invest and increases residents’ confidence in
the future of their neighborhood.
A work plan, developed annually, should
identify neighborhoods and specific types
of violations on which to focus proactive
enforcement. Neighborhood indicator data can
be useful in identifying target neighborhoods.
The plan should also identify public relations
strategies to build awareness of and support
for code enforcement efforts, and to involve
citizens in the enforcement process. Finally,
the work plan should have the approval of
City leadership (i.e. City Council and appointed
officials) in order to ensure a unified, consistent
approach.
NG1.3 Update the Property Maintenance
and Housing Codes. The City’s Property
Maintenance Code dates to 1996, while its
Housing Code dates to 1992. Furthermore,
these ordinances overlap one another in spots
and overlap with the Building Code. The result
is an often confusing and inadequate set of
regulations. Update the ordinances utilizing the
most recent International Code Council (ICC)
standards.
NG1.4 Work with Greene County jurisdictions
to establish a land bank. A land bank,
established by county commissioners, is a
quasi-governmental entity which has the ability
to acquire, maintain, demolish, rehabilitate
and sell tax-delinquent or donated properties.
A primary benefit of a land bank is that it has
the ability to greatly expedite the process of
acquiring and clearing the title of a vacant,
tax-delinquent property. This allows derelict
properties to be placed in the hands of
individuals who are capable of investing in the
properties and paying taxes.
NG1.5 Develop a neighborhood marketing
campaign. Xenia’s identity is somewhat
4.5
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obscured from its location on the metropolitan
edge. Active marketing is needed to promote
Xenia’s high quality of life and its unique
neighborhoods. Suggested components of a
marketing campaign include:

•

Market research. Utilize neighborhood
indicator data to identify neighborhoods
that have marketable attributes yet are
relatively undiscovered. Identify targeted
demographics that would likely be
attracted to each targeted neighborhood.

•

Targeted marketing to major employers.
Actively promote Xenia’s neighborhoods
to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and
area colleges and universities as these
institutions drive area employment.

•

General marketing: Pursue multimedia
marketing opportunities for Xenia’s
neighborhoods. Work with brokers to
identify appropriate sales positioning.
Marketing tactics for new subdivisions
may be used as a starting point. Focus on
unique amenities, architecture and general
community strengths. The neighborhood
portal developed in NG1.7 could be a means

Infill Housing
Infill is new construction on vacant
lots located in already-developed
areas. Infill has many benefits. From a
broader community perspective, infill
reduces sprawl and utilizes existing
roadway and utility infrastructure.
From the neighborhood perspective,
infill adds new investment and often
eliminates a maintenance problem.
Infill can also be detrimental. Care
must be taken to ensure infill housing
development is harmonious with the
scale and architecture of surrounding
structures as these examples show:

4.6

of neighborhood marketing.
NG 1.6 Update zoning, subdivision and
street design standards to reflect sound
neighborhood design principles. Designing
vibrant, sustainable neighborhoods requires
a multi-disciplinary approach that addresses
both public and private space. Private space
is regulated by zoning, while public space is
controlled by subdivision and street design
standards.

•

Zoning Regulations: Modify existing
residential zoning so that it encourages
new housing construction, additions
and alterations that are compatible with
established neighborhood architecture and
scale. Balance design guidelines with the
need to encourage modernization of older
homes. This could involve a combination of
relaxing existing standards, adopting new
guidelines or standards, and potentially
incentivizing good design using incentives
identified in NG3.2.

•

Street/Subdivision Standards: Streets
are the largest public space in most
neighborhoods. Streets not only convey

Bad examples

Good examples
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contacts for nuisance and maintenance issues.
Study the benefits and need for such action in
Xenia including the administrative burden to
implement such program.

cars, they also accommodate pedestrian
movements and act as a socializing space
for neighbors. Short blocks, narrow
streets and street trees/landscaping help
to slow traffic, increase pedestrian safety,
and create an overall attractive, livable
environment. Incorporate Complete Streets
principles identified in Chapter 2 (Strategies
CC3.1 and CC3.6), appropriate block
structure and pedestrian connections into
street/subdivision standards.
NG1.7 Create an online neighborhood advocacy
portal. Use the City’s webpage and other
related resources to encourage neighborhood
advocacy and organization. This will help to
improve communication between the City and
residents on neighborhood issues, such as
code enforcement, while promoting a sense
of community. Share neighborhood-level data
with residents and other interested parties
and allow residents to report code violations.
Encourage and support the creation of
neighborhood organizations and social events.
NG1.8 Establish a vacant property registry
for residential properties. Hundreds of
communities across the country have passed
legislation requiring owners of vacant property
to register with local authorities and pay an
annual fee. Fees are used to help offset vacant
property management costs.
The registry provides local authorities with

NG1.9 Study feasibility of a rental registry/
inspection program. Analyze the merits and
administrative feasibility of this tool, which
requires each landlord or property manager
to register with the City and maintain code
compliance. Cities, such as Kettering, have
enacted such ordinances to maintain contact
with absentee landlords. Some communities
require annual rental inspections while others,
like Kettering, inspect rentals each time a
property is sold or leased to keep rental units in
better condition.
NG1.10 Brand and beautify neighborhoods.
Strong neighborhood pride and identity
helps to maintain property values and make
a neighborhood more marketable. Many
residents in Xenia strongly identify with their
neighborhoods, although neighborhood
public space often lacks distinctive features
or enhancements. Decorative signage and
streetscaping can help to support and attract
pride and investment in a neighborhood.

•

Entry signage. Provide design assistance to
organized neighborhood groups interested
in (and capable of funding) installation of
new entry signage or monuments.

•

Historic District signage/streetscaping.
Consider allowing organized neighborhood
groups to adopt distinctive designs for
street signs in historic districts. Partner
with the Greene County Historical Society
to identify original streetscape elements
from historical photographs. Restore the
streetscape to the extent possible.

•

Street trees/landscaping. Addition of
street trees and/or landscaping can have a
dramatic visual impact on a neighborhood,
encourage slower traffic and provide
4.7
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Table 4.1: Neighborhood-Specific Indicators and Objectives
Objective/
Neighborhood

2010-11 Avg.
2012 Vacant
sales price Residential Buildings

NG2 Sustain Vital Neighborhoods
5. Reserve of Xenia

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
2012 Tax
Delinquency

2011
2010 1-Family 2000-10 Change in
Foreclosures
Rentals
1-Family Rentals

$148,300

3.2%

0.3%

1.7%

16.7%

4.9%

6. Sterling Green

$136,472

2.1%

0.4%

2.4%

16.7%

4.9%

7. Wright Cycle Estates

$204,121

1.3%

0.9%

0.0%

6.8%

-2.8%

8. South Hill

$71,442

3.1%

1.6%

1.2%

10.2%

-27.2%

11. Old North End

$106,400

3.0%

2.7%

1.3%

16.4%

-3.2%

19. Dodd’s Addition

$124,667

3.1%

2.1%

2.5%

23.1%

15.1%

20. Stadium Heights

$77,622

1.3%

1.5%

1.8%

3.7%

-1.2%

21. Pinecrest Gardens

$97,756

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

3.7%

-1.2%

22. Meadowbrook/Shawnee Village

$121,500

2.0%

0.6%

1.1%

3.7%

-1.2%

23. Country Club

$152,714

0.8%

0.4%

1.1%

3.7%

-1.2%

24. Kinsey Meadows/Summerbrooke

$171,214

0.0%

0.0%

0.6%

4.0%

-4.4%

25. Bertarose/N. Detroit

$78,350

2.7%

0.5%

0.9%

5.4%

0.1%

26. Beverly Hills/Fairview

$115,635

1.0%

1.0%

0.9%

5.4%

0.1%

27. Northgate/Fairmoor

$140,663

1.5%

1.1%

2.2%

5.4%

0.1%

28. Timber Ridge

$261,475

5.3%

0.0%

4.2%

5.4%

0.1%

1. North Laynewood

$53,370

3.7%

3.3%

2.4%

40.2%

13.0%

2. South Laynewood

$56,174

3.8%

2.7%

2.4%

30.8%

11.0%

3. Central Laynewood

$51,808

2.8%

2.5%

1.5%

36.5%

15.9%

4. Old Arrowhead/Emerson Ave.

$68,837

2.9%

2.4%

2.3%

24.9%

-0.5%

9. Spring Hill

$45,175

5.0%

5.0%

1.5%

23.8%

8.4%

10. Bullskin Trace

$50,559

5.9%

1.7%

3.2%

22.3%

-19.0%

13. Hooven and Allison

$47,650

3.8%

6.5%

1.3%

22.3%

-19.0%

14. Orient Hill

$43,380

4.8%

2.9%

2.1%

23.8%

8.4%

15. Waterstreet Historic District

$40,088

10.3%

3.7%

1.2%

22.3%

-19.0%

16. E. 2nd Historic District/E. 3rd

$48,583

15.0%

7.1%

0.6%

17.8%

-7.8%

17. Carnegie

$105,000

10.8%

6.7%

0.0%

17.8%

-7.8%

29. Arrowhead/Windsor Park

$73,891

3.7%

2.4%

3.3%

6.0%

-13.6%

12. Cincinnati Avenue

$32,854

7.0%

2.8%

2.4%

60.4%

25.6%

18. East End

$25,918

19.3%

16.5%

1.3%

35.5%

-17.8%

$77,622
$94,883

3.1%
4.5%

2.1%
2.7%

1.5%
1.6%

16.7%
17.8%

-1.2%
-1.4%

NG3 Stop Neighborhood Decline

NG4 Restore Distressed Neighborhoods

4.8

Median
Average

Underperforms relative to
other City neighborhoods

Market Indicator Analysis
Citywide average

Outperforms most
City neighborhoods

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
Objective/
Neighborhood
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Strengths

NG2 Sustain Vital Neighborhoods
5. Reserve of Xenia
Better-than-average sales prices, low vacancy/delinquency

Table 4.1 continued
Challenges
Lack of parks, increase in rental conversions

6. Sterling Green

Park potential, bike path, sales prices, low vacancy/tax delinquency

Foreclosures, increase in rental conversions,
undeveloped park

7. Wright Cycle Estates

All market indicators, park potential, bike path

Vacant lots, undeveloped park

8. South Hill

Low vacancy/tax delinquency, high/increasing owner occupancy

Lagging sales prices

11. Old North End

All market indicators, bike paths, historic architecture, downtown/
Shawnee Park

Aging housing stock, incompatible infill
development

19. Dodd’s Addition

Bike path, Shawnee Park/downtown, low vacancy/delinquency, sales
prices

Foreclosures, increasing rental conversions

20. Stadium Heights

Shawnee Park, low vacancy/tax delinquency, high owner-occupancy

Lagging sales prices, vacant lots, flooding

21. Pinecrest Gardens

Low vacancy/tax delinquency/foreclosures, high owner-occupancy

Flooding, vacant lots

22. Meadowbrook/Shawnee
Village

All market indicators, new school, Shawnee Park, bike path

Aging housing stock, particularly Shawnee
Village

23. Country Club

All market indicators, bike trail connectivity

Some aging housing stock, homes on
thoroughfare

24. Kinsey Meadows/Summerbrooke

All market indicators

Lack of park, distance from services/sidewalks,
vacant lots

25. Bertarose/N. Detroit

All market indicators except sales prices, bike path

Lagging sales prices, homes fronting on busy
thoroughfare

26. Beverly Hills/Fairview

All market indicators, bike path

Aging housing stock

27. Northgate/Fairmoor

All market indicators except foreclosures

Foreclosures, vacant lots

28. Timber Ridge

All market indicators except foreclosures

Foreclosures, vacant lots, distance from
sidewalk system

NG3 Stop Neighborhood Decline
1. North Laynewood

Parks, new school, bike path, low vacancy/tax delinquency

Growing rental conversions, foreclosures, low
sales prices

2. South Laynewood

Parks, new school, low vacancy/tax delinquency

Growing rental conversions, foreclosures, low
sales prices

3. Central Laynewood

Parks, new school, low vacancy/tax delinquency

Growing rental conversions, low sales prices

4. Old Arrowhead/Emerson Ave. New school, low vacancy/tax delinquency, increasing owner occupancy Lack of parks, foreclosures, lagging sales prices
9. Spring Hill

Park, low vacancy/tax delinquency

Low sales prices, rising rental conversions

10. Bullskin Trace

Parks, historic architecture, low vacancy/tax delinquency, increasing
owner occupancy

Foreclosures, low sales prices

13. Hooven and Allison

Low vacancy, increasing owner-occupancy

Low sales prices

14. Orient Hill

Bike path, historic architecture, low vacancy/tax delinquency

Low sales prices, increasing rental conversions

15. Waterstreet Historic District

Bike paths, Xenia Station/downtown, historic architecture, low tax
delinquency, increasing owner occupancy

Low sales prices, moderate vacancy

16. E. 2nd Historic District/E. 3rd

Bike paths, historic architecture, downtown, low tax delinquency,
increasing owner occupancy

Low sales prices, high vacancy

17. Carnegie

Historic architecture, downtown proximity, low foreclosures, increasing Vacancy
owner occupancy

29. Arrowhead/Windsor Park

Low vacancy/tax delinquency, high/increasing owner occupancy

NG4 Restore Distressed Neighborhoods

Foreclosures, lagging sales prices

12. Cincinnati Avenue

Xenia Station, bike path connectivity, low tax delinquency

Low sales prices, high/increasing single-family
rentals and foreclosures

18. East End

Park, bike path connectivity, increasing owner-occupancy

Vacant lots, sales prices, high vacancy/tax
delinquency/single-family rentals

4.9
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summer shade. Explore partnerships and funding
sources for installation and maintenance. Planting
could occur within or outside of the right-of-way.
NG 1.11 Maintain Neighborhood Schools. Work
with Xenia Community Schools to maintain the
neighborhood school model versus bussing children
to facilities across town. Schools, like parks, add
value to housing and serve as neighborhood
anchors, particularly when they are within walking
distance.
NG1.12 Study feasibility of a pre-sale inspection
program. Some local governments require a
housing inspection be performed before a
house can be sold. The inspection lists all code
violations that must be fixed before the property
can be transferred.

•

NG2 Sustain Vital Neighborhoods
Vital neighborhoods, new and old, tend to have
low vacancy/foreclosure/tax delinquency rates,
and high single-family homeownership levels.
These areas also tend to have housing with
larger, more efficient floor plans and/or greater
architectural character.
While these neighborhoods should not be
considered any more important than others, effort
must be taken to protect these neighborhoods
from any type of negative market intrusion.
NG2.1 Develop capacity to quickly respond to
code violations. Addressing violations in vital
neighborhoods is critical in preventing negative
housing trends. Code enforcement in vital
neighborhoods will necessarily be more reactive
than the more violation-prone areas, due to the
proactive efforts described in Strategies NG3.1 and
NG4.1. Therefore, the code enforcement approach
for vital neighborhoods should focus on rapid
response.

•

What is Code Enforcement?
The need for consistent and
proactive code enforcement is a
major theme of this chapter. Code
enforcement is simply the action the City
takes using its police power to protect
public health, safety, and welfare. Example
Code Enforcement activities include:
• Zoning Enforcement – Ensures proposed
land uses are appropriate for each
location and that buildings, signs and
fences, etc., do not encroach on adjacent
property or right-of-way. Enforced by the
Planning and Zoning Department.
Property Maintenance Enforcement –
Ensures that lawns and other exterior areas
are properly maintained, clean, safe and
sanitary. Ensures that RV’s, boats, trailers
and inoperable vehicles are properly stored.
Also ensures that building exteriors are in
good repair, secured, weather-tight and
structurally sound. May contain similar
provisions for building interiors. Enforced by
the Planning and Zoning Department.
Housing/Building Code - Generally ensures
adequate basic facilities, utilities, light,
ventilation, space, ingress/egress, and
safe/sanitary conditions. The Housing
Code is enforced by the Planning and
Zoning Department while the Building
Code is enforced by the Greene County
Department of Building Regulation.
• Fire Code: Ensures fire protection and
warning systems, ingress/egress, access
by Fire Division personnel, etc. Enforced
by the Fire Division.
Code enforcement is effective and has
shown to return millions of dollars in
lost property values when and where
effectively and consistently applied
by government officials.

Adopt an overall goal of responding to all complaints
within 24 hours. Create a portal through which citizens
and staff can report complaints online or from a mobile
device. Utilize public relations efforts in NG1.2 to encourage
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citizens to report complaints.

Principles of Effective Code
NG2.2 Prepare a park development plan for Sterling
Enforcement
Green Park. Sterling Green Park’s size, frontage and
• Be proactive. Focus efforts in
topography give it the potential to be one of the City’s
high-visibility and high-violation
most successful parks. Largely undeveloped, the park
areas. Address growing violation
could be an anchor that sustains the surrounding
trends before they persist and spread.
neighborhood and encourages future growth
Organize systematic “sweeps” of
and upgrades of the housing stock. Prepare a
neighborhoods in partnership with
development plan driven by citizen input and
citizens and other City departments.
explore funding/maintenance partnerships to
• Build support. Prepare an annual work
ensure implementation.
plan and share it with City leadership and
supportive departments such as Law and
NG2.3 Prepare a park development plan for
Public Service. Encourage staff from all
Wright Cycle Park. Although partially encumbered
departments to report violations. Obtain
by a retention pond, Wright Cycle Park is
buy-in from all parties to ensure that the plan
significant in size and is the centerpiece of one
will have support at all levels.
of the City’s highest-value neighborhoods.
• Communicate with the public. Many citizens
Developing this park will anchor the
are not aware of code requirements and
neighborhood and potentially attract additional
therefore do not recognize violations. Build
high-value housing to the City. Follow the same
awareness via brochures, press releases,
citizen-based process as NG2.2.
workshops and other outreach methods.
Advertise systematic “sweep” efforts
NG3 Stop Neighborhood Decline
in advance. Develop an online reporting
Signs of decline include increases in housing
mechanism and promptly respond to
vacancy, single-family rental conversions, code
complaints.
violations, tax delinquency and foreclosures.
• Maintain excellent customer service.
Structural obsolescence of housing can be a
Communicate code deficiencies in person
critical factor.
first as a courtesy before writing citations.
Agree to a reasonable schedule. Send formal
Neighborhoods must evolve to remain
citation letters only when the personal
sustainable in the market place. Modernization
approach fails. This will generate good will
of housing units and re-investment in established
and avoid labor-intensive citation and court
neighborhoods is essential. Regulatory flexibility
processes.
and targeted incentives are needed to encourage
• Leverage public and private investment.
ongoing property investment.
Coordinate code enforcement with
NG3.1 Implement a proactive, systematic code
other improvement initiatives such as
enforcement program. Organize neighborhood
neighborhood clean-up days, street
“sweeps” that involve surveying a neighborhood
resurfacing, gateway enhancements
block-by-block and addressing all code violations. This
and redevelopment projects. This
method has a more consistent, powerful impact than
strategy further emboldens owners to
the common scattershot, complaint-based approach.
invest in their properties.

Utilize neighborhood indicators to identify areas with
growing abandonment/disinvestment. Focus systematic
efforts in these areas, particularly on long-term vacant
4.11
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Before

Suburban Mid-Century Modernization
Examples

After

Promote the modernization of existing
older houses in Xenia to improve the market
appeal of older houses and neighborhoods.
Examples include aesthetic improvements
such as adding front porches, shutters and
dormers, or functional improvements such as
garage and bedroom and bathroom additions.
Replacing mechanical equipment with energy
efficient units is also helpful. Partner with
the local Home Builders Association and area
architects to create example plans of how
commonly found housing types located in
Xenia can be realistically modernized.

properties and absentee owners.
Although challenging from a time-consumption
and logistic perspective, such an approach can
be more efficient and effective in the long run.
Consistent, systematic enforcement sends
a strong message to property owners that
properties must be maintained properly and
can help to reduce the number of violations in
the long run.
NG3.2 Seek and promote housing
rehabilitation incentives. Current or
prospective property owners in distressed
or declining neighborhoods may need added
incentives to justify investing in improvements.
Furthermore, incentives would aid enforcement
efforts and assist low-income property owners
with needed repairs. The longer-term benefit
of such incentives is preserving the viability and
desirability of the housing stock.
NG3.3 Develop a Laynewood housing/park
revitalization strategy. The Laynewood
subdivisions represent a large section of
western Xenia, developed in the 1950s with
identical 800-1000 square foot homes and
parks that have little or no street frontage.
Laynewood is beginning to show initial signs
4.12

of disinvestment such as rental conversions,
increasing code violations and vacancy. The
area would benefit from a comprehensive
strategy to encourage enhancement of the
housing stock and expansion/development of
its parks.
Engage an architect to create home expansion/
modernization concepts. Adjust zoning
requirements to encourage appropriate home
improvement projects. Utilize incentives
described in NG3.2.
Create park development plans for Ridgebury,
Franklin and Parnell Parks that result in larger,
more functional and visible parks with needed
amenities (see Figure 4.3). Evaluate the
following alternatives for each park:

•

Purchase Frontage Property. Seek funding
through grants and/or local funds and
purchase homes that surround parks.
Utilize a land bank, if established by
Greene County, to acquire tax-delinquent
properties. Over time, this will turn “back
door” parks into “front door” parks while
expanding parks to a more functional size.

•

Consider alternative uses. If buying
surrounding frontage property is not
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Figure 4.3: “Back Yard” and “Front Yard” Parks
Examples of Incentives
• Community Development
Parks add value and increase desirability of neighborhoods.
Block Grants (CDBG). CDBG
Parks serve as neighborhood focal points and offer
programs are designed to promote
opportunities for socialization and healthy activity. They also
reinvestment in low- to moderateprovide relief from everyday monotony and provide solace
income areas through grants or loans
from the built environment.
for needed repairs. Such programs
can also be used for new housing
Well-designed neighborhood parks are in highly visible,
development or rehabilitation of vacant
accessible locations on what would otherwise be
units.
considered prime development parcels. Visibility and

• Coordinated infrastructure improvements.
Coordinate infrastructure and public
facility improvements with targeted
neighborhood investment incentives and
code enforcement.

• Home energy audits/financing. Seek and
provide financial incentives for energy
efficiency improvements such as energy
savings performance contracting, on-bill
financing, and revolving loan funds.

accessibility ensure that the park is safe and benefits the
entire neighborhood.
“Back yard” parks like
Parnell Park are hidden
behind homes and visible
only from backyards.
These parks are not wellsupervised by the public
and have limited value to
the larger neighborhood.

• First time homebuyer assistance. Work with
banks to establish first-time homebuyer
programs to promote homeownership and
improve housing quality at the same time.
Many households have adequate income and
credit scores to qualify for conventional home
loans but lack an adequate down payment,
particularly now that lending requirements
have tightened.
Program components may include
rehabilitation assistance and a mandate to
meet minimum code requirements.

• Community Reinvestment Area (CRA)
tax abatements. CRAs, promoted by
the Ohio Department of Development,
provide multi-year abatements of
property tax for projects that add
value to a property. Such programs
are not income-restricted. The City
could consider tying performance
requirements to incentives, such as
neighborhood design standards.

“Front yard” parks enjoy greater visibility with access
along the entire block face. With this design, parks
add value to the entire neighborhood, not just parkadjacent properties.
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feasible, explore alternative uses of “backdoor” parks such as neighborhood gardens.
This could also be an interim strategy while
acquisition occurs.

•

Sell to surrounding property owners. A
last resort may include splitting the park
into multiple lots and deeding them to
adjacent property owners, if these owners
are willing to receive them. This should only
be pursued after a better replacement park
location is secured.

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
highest housing vacancy and tax delinquency,
yet it has numerous assets on which to
build. Neighborhood revitalization requires
a comprehensive approach and significant
market intervention and resources. Before
investing significant resources in the East End,
prepare a comprehensive revitalization master
plan that identifies strategies for market rebirth
and restored resident confidence.

•

NG3.4 Organize home rehabilitation
demonstration projects. Partner with the
Home Builders Association to modernize
one or more outdated homes and promote
publicly, with the goal of generating ideas
and demonstrating the potential of older
neighborhoods. This concept would be similar
to a “Homearama” or “Rehabarama” held in
other cities.
NG4 Restore Distressed Neighborhoods
Neighborhoods ravaged by decline see less
investment and lower average housing prices
than city-wide averages. In some cases, costs to
modernize and bring distressed housing units up
to code may exceed appraised housing values.
A holistic neighborhood revitalization approach –
one that includes redevelopment, rehabilitation
and infill development – is needed to restore
market confidence and attract new investment.
NG4.1 Implement a proactive, systematic code
enforcement program. See NG3.1. Identify
funding for demolition for cases in which
structures are beyond repair. Removing a
vacant, dilapidated and functionally obsolete
building removes a blighting influence
and crime haven from a neighborhood.
Furthermore, it helps to balance a
neighborhood’s housing supply with demand.
NG4.2. Prepare a revitalization master plan
for the East End. The East End has the City’s
4.14

Lexington Park revitalization. The East
End’s neighborhood park is physically
isolated from the neighborhood, contains
deteriorating equipment and is poorly
utilized. A central focus of a master plan
must be a strategy to transform Lexington
Park into an anchor for revitalization.
Such a strategy may require relocation of
the park to a more central location with
greater frontage. The growing supply of
vacant lots in the East End may make such a
relocation feasible.

•

Old East High School. The former East High
School is an architectural and historical gem
in the middle of the East End. Its current
occupant, the Xenia Community Schools
administrative offices, will soon vacate the
building. Adaptive reuse and rehabilitation
of this building could provide an additional
anchor for neighborhood revitalization.
Future uses should complement the
neighborhood and ideally include
community facilities.

NG4.3 Seek neighborhood revitalization
funding and target resources strategically.
Utilizing funding sources identified in NG3.2
and partnerships identified in the Master Plan
process (NG4.2), target activities proactively
one block at a time. This will build a critical
mass of investment and pride that cannot
be achieved in a scattershot approach.
Complement efforts with targeted code
enforcement in adjacent areas.
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Elements of a Neighborhood Revitalization Master Plan

•

Understand the Market. The factors resulting in distressed
market conditions must be understood before appropriate
actions can be taken. Simply adding grant-funded new
housing units through new construction or rehabilitation
may fail if the real underlying issue has not been
addressed. A supply/demand imbalance cannot be
corrected until neighborhood confidence is restored.
Market factors may include crime patterns, blighted
housing, traffic patterns and other issues. Meet with
residents, churches, police officers, social service
agencies and others knowledgeable about the
neighborhood to learn about the underlying factors.

•

Create an inclusive process. Include residents in
the planning process and seek their input. Plans
can only succeed with resident buy-in. Work with
residents to identify the qualities and strengths
of the neighborhood they enjoy. Leverage these
assets in future plans. Include residents on
visioning, decision-making and making tough
choices to get broad-based support.

•

Determine intervention level. Since many housing
units in distressed neighborhoods require some
level of intervention, assess the cost benefit of
alternative courses of action. Use a financial model
to determine whether demolition/greenspace,
rehabilitation or redevelopment is the best
solution.

•

Market the Project.

Determine uses for vacant lots. High vacancy/
abandonment levels may indicate that vacant lots
will not be developed in the near future. Isolated
vacant lots should be deeded to adjacent property
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